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A Real-time Architecture for Viterbi Scoring in HMM-Based 
Isolated word recognition systems
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a dedicated architecture is proposed for the Viterbi scoring procedure in hidden Markov model (HMM 

Abased real-time isolated wore recognition systems. The pr()r»scd architecture consists of ,i dual port register file and 

add - minimize / maximize circuits, By using the tag bits associated with state metrics and mod이 parameters m the 

仁xtern히 memories, the proposed architecture can incorporate various HMM topologies with case.

국문요약

본논문에서는 Hidden Markov Mod 이 (HMM、에 기초한 실시간 고리 단어 인식 시스템에서의 Viterbi 암卫리늠을 早 한 

선용 VLSI구조를 제안하였다. 제안된 고조； 뉴얼포트 레지스터 아일로 입출력 부하를 줄이卫 기•산-최소/최대 인사 

부의 병렬 연산 구조를 이용하여 실시간 동작이 가능하도록 선게되있다. 모델 인자와 상태 변수의 값에 태그들을 딧부임 

으로써 이 구조는 대표적인 HMM 구조들을 쉽게 구현할 -卜 있다.

I. Introduction

During the past decade, researchers have suc:c- 

essfully applied hidden markov modeling to robustly 

represent various units of speech and to recogniz 

e speech under different constraints⑴一⑶ Especially 

the SPHINX system'31 has achieved the recognition 

rate of 96.2% for a large-vocabulary speaker-ind

ependent continuous speech recognition task, 

making the real-time H/W implementation of the 

hidden Markov mode (HMM) - based speech recog

nition more feasible So far not so many real-time 

systems have been reported for the task⑷⑸ In this 

we are concerned with isolated word reco

gnition based on VQ / HMM and propose a ded

icated architecture for the Viterbi scoring procedure 

The recognition system adopts 49 HMMs that 

model phoneme-like subword units'61. A model for 

a word is constructed by concatenating the cons

tituent HMMs out of the 49 models. The outputs 

of a bank of 17 critical - band - spaced filters, ranging 

from 130 to 4300 Hz is used as feature vectors. 

In our system, a feature vector is obtained every 

10 ms. To seal 사! the best matching word from 

a vocabulary of size V, the feature vectors are 
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at first vector quantized and the VQ ced나)()ok 

indices arc used as the observation symbols. The 

overall block dkigrani of the isolated word iccog 

mtion system under rnnsideration shown m 

Figure 1

Feature

isolated
Word 
Utterance

Fig. 1. The oveti-iil block (ii.igram ot the is()l<itf.-(l w>r(I m.n

Given the observation symbol sequence !Ob… 

O/, the following arc carried out. f(ir each word 

mod이 A, 1MW「in logarithmic Viterbi scoring 

procedure01 :

i ) initialization :、( 1 )=/丿(0), *(/)  = —。。. 2冬

ii ) recursion : for S，(/)=max{、i( / )+(/.■ }

. .. U、G
+，“(")，IM丿全 N,.

iii) termination :户=、勺(\), 

where \ denotes the number of states in the 

model, and a. and />,((),) denote the logarithmic 

versions of the state transition probabilities and 

the symbol output probabilities, respectively. Let 

너s call、心), “，" 妇〃，) as the state metric of state 

丿 at /-th recursion, the state transition metric from 

1 th to j-th state, and the symbol output metric 

of state j with the input observation symbol 

respectively. Multiplications in the original Viterbi 

scoring procedure are converted to additions and 

underflow is avoided by taking lo^jnthms of the 

probabilities.

The viterbi algoriliini is a kind of tune synch 

tonoiis forward dyn^unic jxjgramming techniques, 

and c(]iiivalcnt to the shortest path finding problem 

on the trcilisL 71. With the mimber of the states 

A mid the of 나le observation symbol sccj 

ueiu'c /. the algorHhm has the computational 

comply \ilv(<i (H .V • 7 ) to (H.V - 7 ) according to 

the c*：■.[i-\ily of the transitions m a trellis stage. 

Uencv with the increase of the input symbol rate 

or of 나】。numbt'r of states, the required amount 

of coininitatioii for reabtinie processing grows to 

exceed the capabihties of the general purpose 

jjr(x:essors. Eurthcrmor(? since the multiply- accum 

니late pipelining is not well suited to the repeatedly 

used ;xicl minimize / maximize operations, it seems 

inefficient to 니su conv曰]digital signal proc 

cssors for the t;isk.

Many of the reported architectures for the 

Viterbi algorithm focus on the digital comm니nic 

at ion applications at very high input symbol rates 

where there is usually only one act of transition 

probabilities for a trellis 너age*" l101. But, for the 

Viterbi scoring in the real time speech recognition 

based on HMM, during each trellis stage, conipu 

tations with respect to all the model parameter 

sets are to be performed at relatively low input 

observation symbol rates around 100 symbols per 

second. Since in large-vocabulary recognition sys

tems the number of the mod니 parameter sets 

usually exceeds 100(). speed limitation d니c to huge 

amount of memory acess is a major bottleneck. 

Whereas architectures for the Viterbi algorithm 

in digital communication systems are optimised 

for the types of interconnections such as de Bnnjn 

type and completely bipartite type, in HMMs for 

the speech recognition a state is usually connected 

to the three or fewer lower numbered states so 

that the transition matrix is sparse and upper- 

diagonal. It is still to be exploited that the t건sk 

거t hand is isolated word recognition rather than 
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continuous speech recognition. First, the back-tra

cking procedure doesn't have to be performed. 

Secondly, the access style of the external memories 

is sequential. Hence address pins are dispensable 

and off-chip counters controlled by increment / 

h이d/reset signals alone from the Viterbi scoring 

chip can generate the addresses.

II. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Two of the most widely used top이ogies of 

HMMs for speech recognition are shown in Figure

2. These models usually represent sub-word 나 nits 

nke phonemes, diphones, or triphones. Word models 

are constructed by concatenating these sub-word 

units. Here, the symbol output probabilities are 

assigned to states, but they can be attached to 

the transition arcs with a minor change to the 

architecture. In most of the HMMs we are aware 

of, the states can be numbered such that the 

difference between the indices of the current state 

and the preceding states is less than three for most 

states. Let us call such a transition a regular one 

and otherwise, call the transition an irregular one. 

And a state which all the transition arcs incident 

cn are regular is to be called a regular state, oth

erwise the state is to be called an irregular state.

If every state in a HMM is regular as shown 

in Figure 2,(a), the Viterbi scoring for the HMM 

will be efficiently carried out in a simple architec

ture shown in Figure 3.

To cope with the irregular transitions, we propose 

an architecture shown in Figure 4, using tags and 

거 dual port interna! register file. The register file 

keeps the state metrics that may be used as 

preceding states for irregular states. Since every 

irregular transition occurs between states contained 

in the same phoneme-level HMM the size of the 

dual port register file can be kept minimal as the 

maximum n니mber of states among all the phoneme

Fig.2. Typical examples of left-to-right HMM topology : 

(a) a simple regular HMM toplogy, and (b) the 

HMM topology used in the SPHINX system.

Tl —0

I即｝

Fig3 A simple 거rchitecture for the HMMs with regular 

transitions only.

HMMs minus 3. The state transition metrics are 

stored in four separate memories. Three memories 

store the regular transition metrics, and the other 

stores the irreg니ones. The symb이 output 

metrics are stored in a separate memory.

Fixed-point 니「【signed integer format is used. 

Simulation results 아low that fixed point operations 

have comparable performance, and 8 bit unsigned
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Fig.4. The proposed architecutre for the Viterbi scoring.

integer format for model parameter metrics with 

16-bit for the state metrics has proved sufficient. 

Since due to the reducibilty of the HMM used 

in most speech recognition systems the magnitude 

of the terminal state metric increases in linear 

order as the duration of the utterance gets longer, 

more than 16 bits for a state metric will be req

uired if the utterance durations are longer than 

that of our data set.

The architecture is partioned into three differe

ntly shaded parts according to their activity spans 

as shown in Figure 4. The darkly shaded irregular 

part and the lightly shaded regitlar part are held 

inactive by the following scheme using tagged data 

formats. Control is performed using tags for the 

state metrics and the irregular transition metrics 

together w辻h two utterance end point detection 

signals and a synchronization signal to indicate an 

arrival of a VQ index every 10ms. The ta용s are 

attached in advance to the metrics as shown in 

Figure 5. The data format for a state metric 

includes a 1-bit flag to indicate whether the cor

responding state is irregular and a 3-bit concate-

8 1 3

Metric IrregState Concatenation

16 1

(a)

3

Metric IrregConti Concatenation

(b)

Fig.5. The Tagged data formats for (a) a state metric and 

(b) a transition metric.

nation information field. According to the 3-bit 

field, the status of the state is classified into “ 

Not-a-Number”，**Phoneme StartM, uWord End 

and Regular", “Word End and Irreg니ar”, and " 

Irregular". A uPhoneme Starttag is used to 

indicate the just fetched state metric is associated 

with the starting state in a phoneme HMM. A 

1-bit shift register with the number of stages equal 

to that of the words in the dual port register file 

(DPRF) drives the word lines for the DPRF ins

tead of the write address decoder. Provided that 

the M Phoneme StartM tag is high, the shift register 

gets initialized to "1 0 0 …()”，and on the subs
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equent fetches of state metrics it is right-아lifted 

by a bit, filling the left-most bit with "Word 

End and Regular" and "Word End and Irregular" 

tags are used for indicating 比。current state is 

the terminal state of a word HMM to help select 

the word that scores highest at the last VQ index 

frame. An ^Irregular'*  tag indicate the currently 

fetched metric is for an irregular state and an 

irregular transition metric is to be fetched and 

added to the metric of an incident state and 

compared and selected In the irregular transition 

metric memory the transition metrics are stored 

in ascending order of the index j of the irregular 

states and with the same index 丄 in ascending 

order of index of incident states on the state j 

where the indices are as defined for the phoneme 

HMMs. Together with an irregualar transition 

metric, the index i for the incident state is also 

stored to be used as the read address for the

DPRF.

The flag associated with the transition metric 

indicates whether 나lere still remains another inc

ident state on the current state. All parts of the 

processing element except for the parts relevant 

to process the irregular transitions are stalled if 

an irregular state have more 나lan one irregular 

transitions to its시f. The details of this control 

scheme are 아lown in Figure 6, where an irregular 

state with three irregular transitions incident on 

it is taken as an example. Along with the timing 

diagram, control signals are also 아｝own. We assume 

typical twophase clocks Phil and Phi2 for the 

precharge -evaluate dynamic CMOS technology, 

and Pil / 2 and Psil / 2 are stalled Phil /2s, 

which activate the regular part and the irregular 

part respectively according to the control scheme. 

The abridged names for the control signals repr

esent the following. **Irreg  CounterInc" increments 

2-Phase Clock

IrregCounterlnc "
StallReg 비 " 0

ReleaseRegular ii
Stallirreg 卩
R 이 easelrreg fr
Selectlrreg £

Phil, Phi2

Phil & [ IrregState V IrregConti ]

Psi2 & IrregConti

Psi2 & ! IrregConti

Pi1 & ! lrregStateDelay_1
Pi1 & IrregState -

Psi2 & l「regContiD이ay_1

Fig.6. An example of control timing and signals.
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the counter which generates the addresses for the 

irregular transition metric memory : HIrregState" 

indicates whether the state metric data word in 

the input state metric latch is irregular : **IrregC-  

ontiM indicates whther there still remains another 

irregualr transition metric incident on the current 

state to be fetched : the suffix "Delay T means 

oneclock delayed versions : the "StallRegular'' 

signal deactivates Pil / 2 clock and the **Release- 

RegularM signal reactivates the inactive Pil / 2 

clock, and ■'Stalllrreg'' and ^Releaselrreg" act sim

ilarly for Psil / 2 clock : MRegCntIncM increments 

the counters for the state metric memroy and the 

three regular transition memories : "&”，"V”, and 

"!" represent logical "and”，“or", and unegation'*  

respectively : upper and lower arrows represent 

rising edge and falling edge triggerings respectively 

:^Selectlrreg" is the select signal for the MUX 

for the computation of the state metric with more 

than two irregular transitions on it. In the timing 

diagram, each round box stands for a valid unc

hanged duration of the value of the corresponding 

signal. For instance, °ReleaseIrreg,' is asserted 

active in the rising edge of Pil only if the state 

associated with the just fetched state metric is ir

regular. In Figure 6, the irregular state with three 

irregualr impinging transitions causes the regular 

part stalled for two clock cycles. If an irregualr 

state has only one irregular transition upon it, “ 

StallRegular'' will not be asserted and so no extra 

cycles will be needed.

HI. Disc니ssions and F니rther St니dies

The proposed architecture can incorporate various 

HMM topologies by using tags and flags. The 

machine cycle of the architecture is determined 

to be equal to the maximal memory read cycle 

dut to limitation from memory access bottlenck. 

The architecture updates a regular state metric 

every macnine cycle by pipelining and takes extra 

cycles to update a irregular state with more than 

one irregualr transitions incident on it, The updated 

state metric is written into the state metric mem

ory. A dual port RAM is used as the state metric 

memory. For the topology of HMMs used in the 

SPHINX system, only the terminal state takes an 

extra cycle. If a vocabulary consists of words 

whose HMMs have 5() states on the average in 

a word model and almost all states have less than 

2 irregular transitions incident upon them, the 

architecture can recognize in real-time up to about 

1000-word with that vocabulary with the read 

cycle of the memories 200 ns.

To alleviate the speed limitation due to huge 

amount of memory access, the processing elements 

may well be modified to be cascadable so that 

several consec니tive trellis stages can be processed 

in pipeline, Since the state transition metrics dep

ends only on the incident state and destination 

state, they can be fetched from the memory only 

at the first processing element and then conveyed 

to the next processing element in pipelined fashion. 

Also, the state metrics produced in a trellis stage 

don't have to be stored and refetched every frame. 

These c니rtail the memory access frequency sign- 

ifican바y. Nonetheless since the output metrics are 

dependent on the input VQ index, they must be 

fetched every frame, thus forms a major bottlen

eck. The throughput will increase by the factor 

of the number of the casecaded stages.

Whereas above -mentioned considerations may 

alleviate the memory access bottleneck, these 

increase the pin count of chip considerably. Mor

eover the balance of computational speed and the 

I/O bandwidth are to be taken into consideration. 

For these kinds of problems, one of the most 

feasible solution is digit-serial approach* 11*, which 

will reduce the pin count and data path complexity 

significantly.
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N. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a dedicated architecture for the 

Viterbi scoring proced니re in VQ / IIMM-based 

real-time isolated word recognition systems. The 

proposed architecture can incorporate various 

HMMs by using tags and 겄 flag. It can be used 

to recognize a word from a vocabulary of size 1 

()00, with the average number of states in a word 

HMM 5(), where input VQ indices arrive every 

10ms.
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